How Emmet, Marvin & Martin
Safeguarded Employee
Health and Privacy

CHALLENGE
Emmet, Marvin & Martin LLP, one of the nation’s oldest law
firms, wanted to provide the best healthcare benefits possible
during a pandemic, while also ensuring that all of their partner
and client operations remained HIPAA compliant.
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SOLUTION
The law firm used Eden’s COVID-19 Daily Screener for employees
and visitors to gain clearance to their offices, relied on
convenient testing offered at Eden’s nearby medical office, and
tracked vaccination status through a compliant dashboard.
Beyond pandemic support, employees take full advantage of
the in-person and virtual healthcare offerings, including primary
care, mental health services, healthcare navigation, and more.
3 WAYS EDEN MADE AN IMPACT
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Headquarters:
New York, NY

Serving clients in:
• Financial institutions
• Corporations
• Partnerships

Expertise for HR:
A team that navigated compliance issues and provided
medical guidance as state regulations evolved
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High utilization:
60.42% of eligible employees actively engaged
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Outstanding patient feedback:
4.93 out of 5 stars

• Limited liability
companies
• Fiduciaries
• Not-for-profit
organizations

Care Episodes Breakdown

46% virtual
primary care

16% in-person
primary care

38% healthcare
navigation

AN ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION

CLIENT UTILIZATION

Having one point solution streamlined access to
healthcare for Emmet’s employees and helped
Rose Hirsch, the firm’s Director of Administration,
save on resources. “Eden just saves a lot of time
for me. It makes a difference because it’s just one
solution. I don’t have to bounce from one benefit
to the other.”

Now, Hirsch can direct employees to the app when
they have questions that would typically fall on her
lap. “I would have had a lot more work on my plate
if I didn’t have Eden.”

Eden Health integrates primary care, mental
health, pediatrics, healthcare navigation, COVID-19
support, and more through one seamless app.
Employees can message their Care Team 24/7
through the app with any health concerns or
questions about their insurance. As Hirsch
explained, “I think it’s great for employees to know
that they have everything on their phone.”
The team also organizes pop-up clinics onsite,
which helps eliminate administrative burdens
typically shouldered by HR teams. “I’ve always had
someone come and do the flu shot for us because
it just makes it easier for a lot of employees. But
now that it’s part of Eden, I don’t even have to
think about it because I just speak to my account
manager who can take care of it for me,” said
Hirsch.

Emmet employees rely on their Eden Care Team
for their preventative health. Virtual visits are
included in their membership, so they can access
care without the stress of cost. “They don’t have
to worry about getting charged a copay every time
they go to a doctor now. With Eden, they don’t
have to show a card, they don’t have to swipe
anything. It’s just getting on your phone and asking
a question.” The more that Emmet relies on Eden
for preventative care, the more the firm and their
employees can save on medical costs.

Because we’re a law firm,
we have to make sure
that we follow any laws
or guidelines that are
implemented by the state,
which Eden’s COVID-19
task force has been helping
me do...with Eden, I knew
that I would be compliant
and that took one big
worry away from me.
Rose Hirsch, Director of
Administration

To learn more about Eden Health,
contact sales@edenhealth.com

